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This is My World: Spatial Representation in the Resident Evil Films

Abstract: This article reads the Resident Evil film franchise (2002, 2004, 2007, 2010, 2012) through theoretical work on the spatial strategies of neocapitalism, arguing that the films visualise abstract theories of spatial production and control. Throughout the franchise, virtualised and falsified experiences of space are shown to effectively manage human subjects, and the repeated use of simulations and clones highlights the reproducibility of both space and its occupants. The work of Henri Lefebvre is here employed to examine these representations, in particular his writing on the ‘abstract space’ upon which capitalist society relies. In such space, Euclidean emptiness and uniformity replace embodied geographies and histories, and human action is carefully proscribed and managed. The article uses textual and narrative analysis to show how the Resident Evil films explore such neocapitalist spatial strategies, and argues that the franchise repeatedly and forcefully reminds viewers that seemingly neutral or taken-for-granted spaces might in truth be controlled and functionalised spatial productions.
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The teaser trailer for Resident Evil: Retribution (2012) begins like a commercial for a new range of screen-based gadgets. A man in New York’s Times Square brandishes a Sony mobile device proudly, looks at the camera and says: ‘My name is John, and this is my world.’ The camera zooms out, revealing that John is an image on a screen, this one held by a woman standing in Moscow’s Red Square, who again introduces herself and describes how this is her ‘world’. This fractal zoom-out occurs twice more, showing people in Hong Kong and China, accompanied by an upbeat voiceover: ‘Technology is changing our world, making what was once impossible possible. With technology advancing so rapidly today, imagine what our world will look like … tomorrow.’ Yet on this last word the trailer fast-forwards to an apocalyptic future. We are now reintroduced to the protagonist of this ongoing franchise, a genetically-modified zombie-hunter played by Milla Jovovich. ‘My name is Alice,’ she says amid the destruction, ‘and this is my world.’ The ephemerally presented environments of the Sony screens, while narcissistically regarded as personal playgrounds, are shown to damage social and material existence in a manner that leads to environmental devastation. The trailer thus positions contemporary space as a technological production that can be used to mislead, and asserts the negative consequences of this. This is a core concern of the Resident Evil films more generally, in which recognisable ‘worlds’ are revealed to be simulations lacking historical meaning, regulated sites in which human action is carefully monitored and controlled. In this way the franchise – consisting of Resident Evil (2002) and films subtitled Apocalypse (2004), Extinction (2007), Afterlife (2010) and Retribution (2012) – can be read as a science fiction visualisation of prevalent spatial strategies in an era of neocapitalism.

The films therefore join up productively with a body of theory that examines how the built environments of late twentieth century global capital alienate and instrumentalise their inhabitants. Marc Augé’s (1995) non-places of supermodernity, Fredric Jameson’s (1991) postmodern hyperspace and Jean Baudrillard’s (2006) society of simulation are all particularly influential models, but this article will rely upon the work of Henri Lefebvre, who showed throughout his long career how capitalism has colonised both space itself and our ways of thinking about space. Lefebvre argued that rather than attending to space as a lived social production, Western capitalist societies think of it as a Euclidean void. Such a conceptualisation, which he terms ‘abstract space’, is vital for commodity production, which generates plans and products within this void and forcefully repositions them according to the dictates of the market. As such, Lefebvre suggests that capitalism in the twentieth century no longer relies solely on the production of things in space but on ‘the production of space itself’ (2009b, 186); through this production the existing frameworks of capital are endlessly perpetuated (1976, 83). In the context of film studies, Lefebvre’s work has been applied to the spaces of film noir (Dimendberg 2004), action cinema (Jones 2015) and computer games (Aarseth 2001), as well as more generally to cinema’s presentation of architecture and movement (Bruno 2002). However, its application to screen media has been far from exhausted, and even bearing in mind some contextual limitations (Brenner and Elden 2008, 31–32), it offers a particularly apposite lens through which to read the Resident Evil films and their re-imaginings of built space today.

Across the franchise, villains Umbrella Corporation manufacture artificial environments for purposes of control and treat space as a manageable and manipulable commodity. Even so, the films do not create virtual spaces exactly, and this is what makes them somewhat distinctive. Computerised virtual worlds are nothing new to screen media nor to science fiction, and developing digital technologies led to their proliferation in the 1990s. Star Trek: The Next Generation (1987–1994), Virtuosity (1995) and The Matrix (1999) all take inspiration from Baudrillard’s (2006) idea that the interactive virtual environments of computer games might become indiscernible from and subsequently swallow up reality. But the simulated spaces of the Resident Evil franchise are not virtual in the same fashion as the Star Trek holodeck Janet Murray (1997) positions as emblematic of the simulative operations of new media technologies. Nor for that matter are they of the same order as their own computer game source material. No matter how dystopian they are, computer games and films like The Matrix construct a dichotomy of the real and the virtual, offering through their immersive simulations ‘the sensation of being surrounded by a completely other reality’ (Murray 1997, 98 emphasis added). By contrast, the Resident Evil films show that the spaces produced by Umbrella are material, geographical locations from which there is no escape to ‘the real’. As such, they indicate how abstract spatial logics might be used to produce concrete-yet-simulated spaces. They also reveal through their plotting why these productions are undertaken, and in doing so hint at the ‘veils of illusion and ideology’ that disguise the domination of space (Soja 1989, 50).





As Espen Aarseth (2001, 161) describes, spatial representation and exploration are the central motifs of videogames, meaning such games are defined above all by their spatiality. These motifs are equally central to the Resident Evil films, which is perhaps unsurprising since they are based on a long-running videogame series. Environmental negotiation is an obvious concern in the films, as various characters flee from zombies and monsters in a collection of dangerous settings. The technocratic nature of these settings (many of which are quasi-military installations) and schematically goal-oriented narratives further evoke gaming. More fundamentally, space in the films is often shown to be a virtual world that has been explicitly produced and purposefully arranged. As in computer games, what might seem at first a ‘naturalistic world’ is instead revealed to be ‘a constrictive topology of nodes and connections’ (Aarseth 2001, 161). This topology is directly represented throughout the films in the three-dimensional wireframe maps that indicate the shapes of the various bases and character locations within them. The maps are perhaps an ode to the films’ origins, since videogames often feature embedded diagrams showing the relative location of a player’s avatar (as in Resident Evil 5 [Capcom 2009]). More than this, however, the map sequences in the films indicate how Umbrella conceptualise space, and how this conceptualisation is linked to the non-naturalistic configuration of videogame space. These digital wireframes show the volumetric outlines of rooms, corridors and tunnels against a black void (see Figure 1). They appear at numerous times to indicate the placement of characters in space and to perceptually expand the dimensions of Umbrella’s power, illustrating as they do the enormity of the various bases. 

[Figure 1. A map of an underground base in Resident Evil (2002).]

These maps calculate and smooth out whatever friction and ambiguities might be found in real material space and replace them with constructed mathematical space. This is reminiscent of the spatial logics that Lefebvre diagnoses and condemns. For him, space is multidimensional, being made up of the perceived, the conceived and the lived. We perceive space as we experience or practice it in our day to day, and we have the capacity to live it by imbuing it with symbolism (Shields 1999, 161); yet it is the conception of space that has thrived in twentieth century capitalism, the treatment of space as a quantifiable representation, an object of exact science and cartography. Such an abstract spatial imagination seems neutral but in truth violently enforces neocapitalist ideology (Lefebvre 1991, 280–281, 285–288). Simultaneously resulting from and inculcating urban formations – but not restricted to the urban landscape (see Lefebvre 2003) – abstract space has invisible but debilitating material consequences for its inhabitants. People are encouraged to abandon space as a site of possibility or change (Lefebvre 1991, 420) and to think of it instead as an externally administered, hermetically-sealed zone of spectacle and consumerism – as a kind of endless shopping mall (see Goss 1993). As Rob Shields (1999, 79–80) points out, Lefebvre distrusts ‘readable’ interpretations of space like those of Resident Evil’s wireframes because they reduce lived space to the ‘flattened, abstract space of the plan’, imposing a ‘coded representation onto space itself’. Mathematical and rational conceptions of space may by their very nature be separate from lived reality, but they nonetheless influence this reality. Objects and spaces produced according to abstract models always carry a trace of their functionalist origins, and this trace delineates the kinds of concrete, practical actions they allow (Lefebvre 2005, 163). Possibilities for spatial practice are thus curtailed, limited to those actions for which a space has been specifically designed.

[Figure 2. The intermingling of conceived space and concrete space in Resident Evil: Retribution (2012).]

This intermingling of the conceived and the lived is dramatised in various shots that fade between the 3-D wireframe and the space it represents. Often implied to be the point-of-view of Umbrella’s sentient defence systems, these shots reveal how the corporation have ‘materialized, mechanized and technicized’ material space through the application of virtual logics (Lefebvre 1991, 313). For instance, Retribution may show Alice in a materially existing bedroom, but for Umbrella this is just another cube of space with exact, programmable dimensions and coordinates, as revealed in an iris transition between the room and its wireframe representation (see Figure 2). Umbrella have themselves produced this child’s bedroom within a larger simulated environment (as described below) and so even though they have filled it with expected contents (pink walls, a bed, children’s toys, a window with net curtains), the map ultimately supersedes and undergirds whatever specific, embodied encounters this concrete environment may solicit.

[Figure 3. The void made material in Resident Evil: Retribution (2012).]

To Umbrella, all space is geometric and empty, a fact revealed in the design of their concealed infrastructure. These almost-featureless white rooms and corridors (included prominently in both Afterlife and Retribution) manifest the spatial logic of the wireframe in material form, and so further indicate how Umbrella conceive of space as a Euclidean void. This void then has the potential to be filled with contents (or rather, products) from which value can be extracted (see Figure 3). These environments resemble the Grid from the TRON franchise (1982, 2010) and the white space the characters from The Matrix occupy before they load a specific training programme. However, these other examples are virtual environments in which space and its contents are rendered as computational ephemera, not existing in the real world. Umbrella on the other hand make this logic material. They map the logic of virtual space onto real space, constructing concrete environments that evoke the unreality of virtual spaces like The Matrix’s white room. In doing so they assert that the conceptual model normally associated with virtual space – with its Euclidean, limitless dimensions and arbitrary, programmable contents – is directly applicable to the perceived, material spaces that the characters experience.





Though events mostly take place within spaces built by Umbrella, the films occlude this fact in order to reveal the instrumental nature and peculiar geographies of their settings by degrees. Seemingly naturalistic settings are shown to be fabrications that are dominated in unexpected ways. The franchise thus exposes our assumptions around space, undercutting them and highlighting how they can be manipulated. The first Resident Evil begins with an indicative example: a scene takes place in a generic office corridor, a downtown cityscape seen through the blinds of a large window, faint sounds of urban traffic heard on the soundtrack (see Figure 4). The viewer thus assumes the scene occurs in a skyscraper, although this is not corroborated through external establishing shots or dialogue. Later events reveal that this scene took place in an Umbrella facility deep underground. The cityscape is a photographic backdrop accompanied by pre-recorded audio, a feint designed to make employees more comfortable about spending entire days below ground. So while we may take our milieu as read from the initial spatial cues provided, subsequent revelations encourage a more critical perspective.

[Figure 4. A photographic backdrop turns an underground lab into a skyscraper in Resident Evil (2002).]

Extinction’s opening scenes function in much the same way, but on a grander canvas. The film selectively quotes and modifies earlier featured spaces from the franchise and in doing so underscores how Umbrella treats space as a commodity that floats free from context and history. The first Resident Evil begins with Alice waking up naked on a bathroom floor, suffering from amnesia; after clothing herself with a red dress, she wanders the empty mansion in which she finds herself. Extinction begins with a close replica of this opening (even employing some of the same footage), but it unexpectedly diverges when Alice discovers a glass room filled with deadly lasers within the mansion. She escapes from this using air vents, which lead her instantly into a series of Raccoon City Hospital corridors. These spaces are all familiar to viewers of the franchise, the laser room and hospital having been featured in the first and second films respectively, and their depiction here is veristic to their earlier presentations. The laser room was one of the more distinctive and popular set-pieces of the first film, and if the hospital is not instantly recognisable from its earlier onscreen presence both at the end of the first film and at the beginning of Apocalypse, it is easily identifiable here thanks to wall-mounted labels (all adorned with the Umbrella logo). Yet in the earlier films these spaces were not embedded within the mansion as they are here, and Alice’s swift movement between them generates a confusing spatial compression. When she makes an ill-fated break for what she takes to be the hospital’s exit (again, the sounds of urban traffic can be heard in the distance) the truth of this space is finally revealed: the mansion, laser room and hospital are all part of an Umbrella testing facility beneath the Nevada desert.

In both examples, the films delay revealing the true nature of the represented spaces in order to emphasise how these spaces have been circumscribed by Umbrella. The first film’s cityscape backdrop introduces the idea that space can be modified in unnoticed ways that nonetheless impact behaviour, while Extinction’s spatial bricolage demonstrates Umbrella’s ability to reproduce and manipulate space in a manner that fools both characters and viewers. Extinction begins with seemingly straightforward spaces and actions (we recognise both the mansion and Alice), but then destabilises these certainties with the incongruous placement of the laser room and the hospital. The surprise killing of Alice in a violent trap adds to this sense of disorientation. Finally, through an abrupt cut to what first appears to be a dilapidated weather station in the desert, the film discloses that these spaces are all part of a surreal underground facility. Alice was merely a clone, one of hundreds, looking for a way out of a maze designed for her and which taps crucial experiences in the character’s life. Space is here an arbitrary site for the modular arrangement of useful segments of various replicated rooms and buildings, highlighting Umbrella’s conceptualisation of space as a Euclidean void and a reproducible commodity. The plotting meanwhile – which peels back the truth of space in successive layers – shows the extent to which space can be used to deceive.

The same is true of Retribution, which is set almost entirely in an underwater base consisting of domed recreations of numerous locations – New York’s Times Square, Moscow’s Red Square, a generic ‘suburbia’ – each one fitted with digitally projected skies and backgrounds. Here, Umbrella assert their capacity to produce and reproduce not only sites specific to the franchise like the mansion and the hospital, but altogether grander and more all-encompassing spaces and typologies of space. Globalisation’s disembodied tourist gaze (Urry 2002) proves crucial in this regard. Such a gaze, reliant upon photography, can reduce space itself to an image of space. Privileging reproducible views and experiences, this ‘new modality of looking’ turns portions of the world into visual markers of themselves rather than embedded, relational and contingent nodes in developing urban, national and ecological contexts (Lefebvre 2002, 90). Cinematic spectatorship is intensely linked to these touristic notions of disembodied visual pleasure (see Bruno 2002; Corbin 2014), and in Retribution such cinematic logics are reflexively shown to structure space itself. In the film’s mise-en-scene Times Square is predominantly a horizontal sea of yellow cabs and a vertical array of flashing billboards; in this way the site is rendered a commodified abstraction, allowing it to be duplicated in a radically divorced, instrumentalised fashion. The pre-existing conception of Times Square in purely visual terms thus makes possible its skin-deep reproduction. Urban tourist sites in the film therefore become what Augé (1995, 75–115) describes as ‘non-places’, locations in which visual readability is privileged over embedded relational or historical meaning, and differentiation is little more than carefully engineered spectacle.

While these tourist sites are mobilised in the central portions of Retribution, it is telling that the film begins (after some introductory preamble) in suburbia. Alice awakes in a cosy family house, flirts with her husband and talks to her daughter about schoolwork. The muted cream colours, dialogue about office punctuality and dry cleaning, and the tranquillity of the sound design all work to determine (or overdetermine) the suburban setting and the familial and professional values associated with it. A zombie attack shatters this utopia, and despite her best efforts Alice is once again killed. The film later discloses the simulative nature of this surburban space, and reveals the dead Alice to be another reproduction. Along with the touristic urban centres, suburbia is being used by Umbrella to test the efficacy of their bio-weapons through repeated simulations of a viral outbreak upon an endless supply of pre-programmed, unwitting clones. Once again the viewer is encouraged to comprehend how seemingly innocuous spaces – even those culturally encoded as sites of sanctuary and escape – might be instrumental virtualisations created and controlled from afar. Suburbia, seemingly so different to the institutional and urban locations normally depicted by the franchise, is shown to be just as much a spatial production and site of corporate control and manipulation. Co-opted by Umbrella, the very concept ‘suburbia’ becomes a tool to endlessly rehearse and improve controlled mechanisms of violence, a structural topological element in a restrictive economy of space.

By constructing suburbia as just as much a product of spatial capital as urban abstract spaces and their associated tourist spectacle, Retribution demonstrates how all space can potentially be organised around this imperative. In this fifth instalment, then, the importance of Umbrella’s approach to space becomes most clear. Their simulations treat space as an essentially imagistic production that needs to pay no attention to specificity, geography or history. Through these simulations Umbrella retain power. What began in the franchise as false cityscape backdrops to make workers more comfortable transforms into entire counterfeit urban centres and suburban peripheries populated by expendable clones.

[Figure 5. Venice’s Rialto Bridge – as replicated in Las Vegas, and as further replicated by the filmmakers in a studio – is the setting for an action sequence in Resident Evil: Extinction (2007).]

Though not all the spaces of the franchise are so openly produced by Umbrella, the spatial logics the company employ and embody are pervasive. Raccoon City, the setting of Apocalypse, is an anonymous urban environment consisting of clearly labelled nodes (a school, a bridge, a church) around which action is schematically organised. More interestingly, a significant portion of Extinction is set in the sand-covered ruins of Las Vegas. The film emphasises the city’s assortment of touristic facsimiles (the Grand Canal, the Pyramids of Giza, the Eiffel Tower), this spatial bricolage evoking the cut up and reordered spaces of the film’s opening scenes and also forcefully illustrating how Umbrella’s diegetic spatial strategies already find expression in the world today (see Figure 5). As an icon of postmodern architecture and a ‘video screen of the national consciousness’ (Hess 1995, 117–118), Las Vegas is simultaneously a highly novel urban space and paradigmatic of a widespread contemporary urbanism that uses cinematic spectacle to turn cities into kinds of virtual reality environments (Dear 2000, 206). Mike Davis (2002, 101) describes how Las Vegas has been ‘unresponsive to social or natural constraints’ in its creation of suburbs that are not integrated with one another physically or socially and which damage local ecosystems: city planning has abandoned embedded relational meaning in favour of modular, functional habitats. Accordingly, though in Extinction the city has been vacated, it stands as a kind of obsolete dry run for the spatial dissembling that Umbrella have perfected underground.





Umbrella’s productions of space have tangible effects on their populace, many of who are cloned and have no memories or internal life beyond that which is programmed. Clones are a prevalent trope in science fiction, especially of late, having appeared in The Island (2005), Moon (2009), Oblivion (2013), the television series Orphan Black (2013–ongoing) and elsewhere. In each case they are products of a scientific-industrial complex and are granted few human rights. In the Resident Evil franchise the production of these simulated people by the same apparatus that produces abstract spaces (and the accented association of clones with those spaces) highlights the kinds of people intended to populate such environments. Lefebvre (1991, 196) describes how milieu delineates and, to an extent, dictates character and action, and the clones personify this. They are rats in pre-determined mazes, their actions highly circumscribed. Furthermore, there is no possibility for them to become invested over time and to build their own embodied understandings of place, as the simulative logics and external management of space trap them in an eternal present in which progress is impossible.

As philosopher Edward S. Casey (2009, 3–21) has argued, even though contemporary globalisation in many ways asserts the similarity of spaces the world over, we are always nonetheless implaced in one particular environment or another (no matter how anonymous these might be). Through this implacement, traditions, histories and memories steadily build up, endowing a given location with personal significance, turning it into a place with specific meanings and a lived identity. Lefebvre (1991, 63-67, 407–408) examines the spatial logics of neocapitalism precisely in order to imagine a more humanistic model of space in which this kind of bodily presence and psychological investment takes precedent over visual markers and functional abstraction, and various other scholars have equally emphasised the importance of meaningful investment in our surroundings (Tuan 1977; Bachelard 1994). Yet the characters in the Resident Evil films cannot root themselves in any meaningful manner since they are denied the stabilising effect of durational inhabitation. Emotionally rewarding spatial experience demands that places function as ‘lasting scenes of experience and reflection and memory’ (Casey 2009, xiii), but in Resident Evil’s produced, replicable environments this kind of build up is impossible. This is true not only for Alice but also viewers, who soon learn that the spaces they are presented with may not be what they first appear and that their arrangement and composition may shift unexpectedly. Environmental recognition, normally a method of orientation, becomes the opposite.

Alice (sometimes tellingly referred to as Project Alice) is herself a product of this space. Beginning the first film with amnesia, her clones in subsequent instalments often wake with the same condition (Extinction) or with implanted false histories (Retribution). This speaks to the character’s embodiment of Umbrella’s abstracting operations: like the spaces she moves within, she has no memory or history, merely a specific set of functions. Moreover, the structure of franchise filmmaking itself removes her capacity to become invested. Although these films offer a continuing narrative, they quickly revert to a default premise: whatever small gains Alice makes through the course of any given film are eradicated at the start of the next one. Each film admits to its predecessor’s narrative conditions, but then finds a way to take Alice back to square one. This is neatly represented in scenes near the start of each film in which Alice wakes up naked, alone and confused, much like a newborn. While this ‘resetting’ can be traced to the franchise’s videogame source material, such origins are not sufficient explanation here. Rather, the resetting narratives speak to methods of spatial production and their consequences for personal identity. It is no coincidence that both the films and Lefebvre (1991, 313–314) use Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland as a metaphor for how, in spaces like these, ‘the “subject” passes through the looking-glass and becomes a lived abstraction’.

[Figure 6. Replicable, disposable identity in Resident Evil: Extinction (2007).]

Extinction, Afterlife and Retribution all begin with scenes in which Alice is killed. While in each case she is revealed to be a clone, the moment of death nonetheless serves as a shocking demonstration of the reproducible and expendable nature of human identity within this world (see Figure 6). This is tightly linked to the spatial revelations that simultaneously occur. In Extinction’s opening sequence, what we take to be Alice is merely a reproduction, what we assume to be the first film’s mansion is a replica, and what seems to be a weather station is the entrance to a hidden techno-industrial facility. In Retribution what appears to be a pre-apocalyptic neighbourhood and a loving family are actually part of a controlled re-construction populated by more clones. Just as the viewer is unable to find secure purchase on the spaces presented to them, so too the characters are fleeting and expendable.





As with Lefebvre’s troubling diagnosis of contemporary space, in the Resident Evil franchise both urban centre and suburban periphery, both tourist attraction and familial habitat are spatial productions whose control is entirely managed by corporate forces. Though such spaces may imply meaning, history and location, these are merely superficial feints, strategies by which to deceive and control occupants. This is presented in the films as science fiction, but it speaks directly to Lefebvre’s 1960 description of the spaces neocapitalism has increasingly produced since the Second World War:

We are offered the ‘world’ as though it were a Meccano set, broken up into thousands of little ‘worlds’. At the same time, this dislocation – which is undermining the very foundations of praxis, of consciousness, of activity – is underpinned by an increasingly vigorous integration. On this vast field of human fragments, the state has built its watchtower. (Lefebvre 1995, 121)

Lefebvre would go on to comprehensively analyse such spatial strategies and their consequences throughout his career. The tendencies he identified have in many ways been strengthened not only through contemporary urban planning practices (Kofman and Lebas 1996, 34) but also the rise of information technologies: in Lefebvre’s eyes, the satellites, circuits, databases and terminals of an information society will make the management of people by the state all the more de-humanisingly efficient (see 2009a, 131–132; 2005, 136–171). He goes so far as to describe the perfection of the commodity-based economy through telecommunications as a kind of slow but unyielding end of the world (Lefebvre 2005, 146). Such apocalyptic prophesying is shared by the Resident Evil franchise, in which corporate logic and advanced technologies render space ‘homogenous, rationalized, and as such constricting; yet at the same time utterly dislocated’, with the Umbrella watchtower constantly monitoring, destroying and resetting the entire modular apparatus endlessly (Lefebvre 1991, 97). The tagline to the fifth film is ‘Evil goes global’, but this is a very particular form of globality, one in which the global has been replicated, miniaturised and made entirely instrumental. Human praxis may remain – witness Alice’s acrobatic, assertive movement throughout the franchise – but it is undermined at an elemental level by the dissembled spaces in which it must take place.

The franchise’s mapping of this landscape visualises and interrogates such spatial logics. This is useful, despite Lefebvre’s (1991, 96) suggestion in The Production of Space that we should not expect any imagistic media, including cinema, to be able to ‘expose errors concerning space’ since they rely upon visuality and so reinforce the abstracting, fragmenting ideology of abstract space. These concerns seem most apt when considering modes of cinematic production. Illustrating an Umbrella-like spatial ideology, the filmmakers here deploy both material sets and digital backdrops to create impressions of space that do not correspond to its real coordinates or contents: they produce Times Square on a stage set and Red Square in a computer. Though far from unique, such methods are analogous to those processes of space-creation relied upon by Umbrella. Moreover, it goes somewhat without saying that no matter how space is represented, here, as in all cinema, viewers encounter visual reproductions rather than embodied spatial experiences.
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